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EDITORIAL
Current economic research has been struggling to find market solutions for 

several aspects of sustainable economic growth: employment and consumption 
volatility, health care spending, household debt, stability of financial markets, 
as well as competition and entrepreneurship. It appears that more research 
is needed in these domains, and that variety of methods shall be considered 
before jumping into any conclusions. 

We are very proud to deliver the special issue of Ekonomické rozhľady / 
The Economic Review that is devoted to research in sustainable economic 
growth and spectrum of methods that scholarly work might employ to solve 
selected related macro- and micro-issues. From the discussion over proper 
method selection in terms of flexible regression modelling through time series 
analysis of volatile financial markets and particularly a hot-button issue of 
volatile cryptocurrency (namely bitcoin) as well as data envelopment analysis 
and structural decomposition analysis towards cluster analysis and matrix 
games, the compilation of works marks its big finish with a focus group 
study on entrepreneurship. Thus, our special issue provides rather diverse yet 
unique portfolio of research methods that might help a reader to illuminate 
the pathways between method selection and suggested conclusions regarding 
selected aspect of sustainable economic growth. 

Our special issue is unique also from another point of view. In this special 
issue, we decided to give more space to early career researchers who we 
believe might provide some innovative insights into research questions 
surrounding the concept of economic growth and whose fresh ideas, in our 
perspective, are potent to expand the knowledge base of economic research 
in the future. We thank to all authors for providing us opportunity to publish 
results of their research and release a special issue of Ekonomické rozhľady/ 
The Economic Review offering an interesting and diversified palette of 
solutions on sustainable economic growth. 

We hope you will find these papers encouraging for your next research 
endeavours, and wish you an enjoyable reading. 

Paula Puškárová
Co-Editor


